Do you have the travel bug already? Holidays are a time to gather new energy. But while we’re
enjoying lying on the beach the smartphone quickly reaches its limit.
With the Smart Charger 4800 the necessary energy for your gadgets is already travelling as
luggage.
No matter how full your holiday suitcase is, the Smart Charger 4800 will surely find its place. The time has
gone when a jumble of different power supplies and chargers for smartphone, tablet and digicam blocks
the last space. The all-round charger from ARCTIC is compact and plugs in directly to the wall outlet.
With a total output of 4,800 mA, you can fast charge up to four gadgets at the same time with this little
power unit. Because on vacation you indeed have time – but you don’t want to spend it waiting. The
intelligent smart charging technology detects the device and intelligently delivers its fastest possible
charge speed. Every port speaks the language of Apple, Samsung, LG, Huawei, HTC, Blackberry, Nokia,
Motorola, Sony and Lenovo and others brands. So it no longer matters which port you chose to charge
your device.
A combination of three smartphones and a tablet can be charged simultaneously without overloading the
IC charger.

Thanks to its thermal, short circuit, over-current and over-voltage protection the high speed charger is totally safe.
That way vacation becomes a great success also with iPhone and Co.

QUICK FACTS Smart Charger 4800 Four Port 4,800 mA Fast Charger
4,800 mA output
Five status LED's
Fastcharge-IC supports all tablets and smartphones
High efficiency (86 %)

About ARCTIC
As an international company ARCTIC is one of the leading manufacturers of computer cooling and has a profound know-how in the
field of consumer electronics. With headquarters in Switzerland and offices in Hong Kong, Germany and the U.S., we sell our
products in over 45 countries around the world.

